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Has another year really passed?
Our 2021-2022 fiscal year came and went 
in the blink of an eye it seems. The year was 
spent managing difficult, and at many times 
emergency, challenges that didn’t show signs of 
reprieve.
Beyond the ongoing pandemic, both our clients 
and staff faced disheartening barriers. The 
epidemics of the opioid crisis, food insecurity, 
homelessness, poverty, and mental health 
troubles raged on, negatively affecting all. 
Thousands more people struggled to meet their 
basic needs – basic rights they should never 
have to go without – of food and shelter.
To add insult to injury, the Ontario government’s 
Bill 124 – a wage-suppression bill – continued 
to negatively affect already-struggling sectors, 
and increased barriers previously faced by 
our neighbours. Social services have been 
underfunded for years and Bill 124 puts further 
strain on our ability to recruit and retain staff. 
This is another crisis in the making. As we lose 
front-line workers, our capacity for supporting 
marginalized individuals falters. 
Despite the ongoing discouragement, we have 
not felt hopeless as we see small victories 
every day, which help to bolster andencourage 
our front-line staff who have been working 

in extreme conditions since the beginning of the 
pandemic thanks to caring individuals like you. 
• All of our teams navigated COVID-19 outbreaks 
without program closures. 
• Women experiencing isolation and homelessness 
gained a supportive community thanks to Emma’s 
Place, a 15-bed shelter, opening at our Wentworth 
location which adds beds to an overburdened 
system.
• Hundreds of people found opportunities to heal 
and grow in our addictions and housing programs.
• Given the overwhelming number of overdoses 
in our community, we began to create a new harm 
reduction team who are working with individuals 
in all our programs who are experiencing addiction
In this report you’ll read about Anne and how her 
desire to honor her late mother’s legacy created a 
ripple effect that will go on to help people for years 
to come. And you’ll see how your generosity rippled 
through our programs.
We know the barriers our marginalized neighbours 
are experiencing, and those experienced by social 
services, will not be resolved quickly. But we have 
hope because our wonderful partners, families, and 
individuals like you will be here providing for our 
community, and creating ripples of positive change.
Will you toss a pebble into the pond this year?
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I’m sure we’ve all heard the analogy of throwing a pebble into a pond; how it creates ripples that 
continue outward, seemingly endless. Or the parable of the mustard seed, where even the smallest 
seed can go on to produce a very large and fruitful plant that then feeds and nurtures a community.

The story of Anne’s mother’s legacy shows how one generous act, or person, can cause ripples 
inspiring kindness and thoughtfulness for years – or generations – to come.

Barb (“Nana B”), Anne’s mother, had a generous spirit, loved food, and loved to cook for her family – 
especially her grandkids. Barb unfortunately passed away during the pandemic, and due to restrictions 
and international family members, her family was unable to have a funeral. 

As the first anniversary of her mom’s passing approached Anne knew she wanted to celebrate her 
mother’s life. “We had been searching for a meaningful way to give back to the community and 
creating the Barb Brundage Food Drive (BBFD) felt like a win-win. We were able to reflect on our 
mom’s kind and generous spirit and it gave me something to plan and do in honour of our mom. This 
was a way to manage my grief and it felt meaningful to create a legacy project,” Anne commented.

Due to continuing restrictions the first BBFD in April 2021 was an online “food drive” fundraiser, 
meaning all of Barb’s family could take part. The fundraiser went so well, and raised more than Anne 
ever expected, that Anne decided to also host a physical food drive when restrictions decreased in 
Summer 2021. “We kept this limited to our neighbourhood because that felt manageable. [Mission 
Services] made posters which were shared around the neighbourhood. Young neighbours made large 
signs, which were displayed on the lawn with balloons to attract attention.”

The most recent virtual food drive raised $2,377 in funds for Mission Services’ Good Food Centre.

Anne plans to make the BBFD an annual event to celebrate her mom, and support food-insecure 
families in Hamilton. “Many years ago, Mission Services helped out one of our family members and 
this felt like a way we could give back. Food banks will still be needed after the pandemic and we know 
that we can make the BBFD an on-going project to remember our mom.”

She has some fun ideas to challenge others to contribute and spread the word for future BBFDs, but 
we won’t spoil the surprise!

“This was a very meaningful experience for our family and it was lovely way to bring our friends and 
neighbours together. I am blown away by the generosity of people. I know our mom would be thrilled. 
It is such a beautiful way to celebrate her life,” concluded Anne.

Barb’s pebble of generosity and kindness created ripples of caring children, beloved grandchildren, and 
hope for families experiencing food insecurity in Hamilton. The ripples of her legacy will continue to 
spread out in a form dear to her heart – providing good food for people she loves.

Nana B’s Small Seed
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Food Services
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81,223
meals were served throughout our 
shelter and hub programs.

18,954 grocery packs
provided to food-insecure neighbours 
(a 25% increase from 2020-2021)

At Mission Services (MSH), as I’m sure you know, we believe that “Hope starts with a meal”. That’s how At Mission Services (MSH), as I’m sure you know, we believe that “Hope starts with a meal”. That’s how 
Mission Services came to be – a kind man offering a meal and compassion, creating an opportunity to Mission Services came to be – a kind man offering a meal and compassion, creating an opportunity to 
hear the barriers people experiencing homelessness and addiction were facing. Food has the potential hear the barriers people experiencing homelessness and addiction were facing. Food has the potential 
to connect, heal, and give hope, which is why food is an integral part of our programming.to connect, heal, and give hope, which is why food is an integral part of our programming.
The ripples of that man’s compassion led to over 65 years of providing food, shelter, and hope. It led The ripples of that man’s compassion led to over 65 years of providing food, shelter, and hope. It led 
to the opening of what has become our largest-capacity community-serving program; the Good Food to the opening of what has become our largest-capacity community-serving program; the Good Food 
Centre.Centre.
At our Good Food Centre staff focused on safely bringing families back inside to receive their groceries. At our Good Food Centre staff focused on safely bringing families back inside to receive their groceries. 
Staff also continued to learn of families’ other needs outside food, and make referrals to other MSH Staff also continued to learn of families’ other needs outside food, and make referrals to other MSH 
or community programs, creating more ripples of positive change in their lives. In 2021-22 the Centre or community programs, creating more ripples of positive change in their lives. In 2021-22 the Centre 
saw 56,583 visits – a 38% increase from our 2020-21 fiscal year (40,874 visits).saw 56,583 visits – a 38% increase from our 2020-21 fiscal year (40,874 visits).
“Food insecurity affects people in so many different areas. If somebody has food insecurity, they have “Food insecurity affects people in so many different areas. If somebody has food insecurity, they have 
life insecurity. If you can’t afford food, how are you affording a place to live, clothing, emergency things life insecurity. If you can’t afford food, how are you affording a place to live, clothing, emergency things 
that come up for your kids, a car breaking down, medications… It’s a much wider, problematic area that come up for your kids, a car breaking down, medications… It’s a much wider, problematic area 
than just being insecure about food. And it’s been on the rise for years.”than just being insecure about food. And it’s been on the rise for years.” – Manager of Food Services – Manager of Food Services
Meals continue to be vital to the healing journey of our participants at our Men’s shelter, Inasmuch Meals continue to be vital to the healing journey of our participants at our Men’s shelter, Inasmuch 
House, Willow’s Place, and Emma’s Place, our new 15-bed shelter for women experiencing House, Willow’s Place, and Emma’s Place, our new 15-bed shelter for women experiencing 
homelessness. We were also able to feed youth in our community once again by resuming our Youth homelessness. We were also able to feed youth in our community once again by resuming our Youth 
Afterschool Meal Program, and fed more families thanks to the reopening of the East Hamilton Food Afterschool Meal Program, and fed more families thanks to the reopening of the East Hamilton Food 
Centre in April 2021.Centre in April 2021.
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Youth Programming

The 196 Afterschool Program guides youth in grades six to eight who want to learn more about post-
secondary education options. The second year of the pandemic posed many additional challenges for 
the youth in the program.
Due to the cycles of lockdowns and modified restrictions, The 196 program alternated between virtual 
and in-person programming many times. When restrictions decreased once more in the Spring of 
2022, the program remained virtual while staff determined the safest way to bring youth back as case 
numbers increased. 
Staff and volunteers from Mohawk College and McMaster University worked hard to engage and 
support youth by planning many online events and activities. While programming was virtual, staff 
continued making drop-offs of program supplies with activities and items for students and their families. 
Staff also did a porch graduation, an alumni picnic, PA day walks, and March break and Summer camps 
in a pandemic-safe manner.
This year’s programming focused on the youths’ wellness, especially during online programming, as 
the majority of parents were concerned for their children’s mental health and social skills. Introducing 
in-person activities once more was difficult to navigate as social skills were underdeveloped, leading to 
some behavioural challenges.
Despite some trials, staff and youth were happy to see one another in person and continue to learn 
and grow together. Some alumni were happy to be able to mentor younger students in the program, 
continuing the ripple of change The 196 started in their lives.

““We have one student that absolutely loves cooking and during our Mini Chef program asked if she could We have one student that absolutely loves cooking and during our Mini Chef program asked if she could 
teach us how to make some of the dishes of her culture. Even though we have a lot of picky eaters in our teach us how to make some of the dishes of her culture. Even though we have a lot of picky eaters in our 
program, out of respect for their peer, they all were willing to try the food (and most of them absolutely program, out of respect for their peer, they all were willing to try the food (and most of them absolutely 
loved it!) but all were careful to only respond positively.”loved it!) but all were careful to only respond positively.” – The 196 Program Coordinator

and 5 adults were supported 
through The 196

374
porch drop-offs of food 
and activities

36 youth
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Willow’s and Emma’sPlace

Willow’s Place is an inclusive community hub for all women experiencing homelessness or housing 
issues. The second year of the pandemic came with its challenges, but also with small and large 
celebrations.

Capacity was still limited, even after restrictions began to decrease, to ensure the safety of staff and 
participants. The pandemic, combined with other crises such as mental health and addiction, led to 
more unhoused women in crisis. Staff shortages and outbreaks made it difficult to provide support for 
those in need but not in crisis. However, staff went above and beyond to ensure the program always 
remained open to give women a safe space and vital resources.

The Willow’s Place Support Coordinator (WPSC) continued to provide opportunities for housed 
individuals to access the hub and receive supports. While we still had to limit numbers, the WPSC 
ensured as many people as possible could come into the space, and those who could not received 
take-away resources of meals, hygiene items, and more. When not at capacity, Willow’s Place’s main 
program space allowed housed women in to shower and do laundry.

In the Fall of 2021, thanks to the City of Hamilton, Willow’s Place expanded its programming to 
include a 15-bed shelter space, known as Emma’s Place. The shelter serves unhoused women and 
provides them with safe shelter, harm reduction supplies, and all services provided by Willow’s Place. 
To accommodate more individuals in the program spaces, a new shower and laundry room was built 
thanks to the City of Hamilton. Since opening 192 women who have stayed at the shelter.

“[Emma’s Place] has given us an opportunity to build stronger relationships with some of the women “[Emma’s Place] has given us an opportunity to build stronger relationships with some of the women 
that are staying overnight, because there’s a lot more quiet-time for them, whereas during the  that are staying overnight, because there’s a lot more quiet-time for them, whereas during the  
drop-in hours its quite hectic sometimes and you can’t just sit down and chat. But after 9pm drop-in hours its quite hectic sometimes and you can’t just sit down and chat. But after 9pm 
when there’s fewer women, it gives [staff] an opportunity to be able to sit and speak a little more when there’s fewer women, it gives [staff] an opportunity to be able to sit and speak a little more 
thoroughly and quietly about what’s going on with them.”thoroughly and quietly about what’s going on with them.” – Assistant Director of Outreach Programs 
for Women and Children

424
women received supports at 
Willow’s Place

15,317 visits
to Willow’s Place and Emma’s Place
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Inasmuch House

At Inasmuch House, the second year of the pandemic seemed no easier than the first, despite the 
many positive changes and new ways to reach and help women and children.

The number of individuals and families seeking shelter increased, as did the number and severity of 
outbreaks at the shelter. Staff worked hard, going above and beyond to help fill the gaps by taking on 
additional tasks and duties to ensure residents were provided safe space and support. “We definitely 
could not have done it without staff’s dedication and commitment to the work that we do.” – Manager 
of Shelter Logistics, Inasmuch House

Despite some stressful challenges, staff still recognized and celebrated positive changes big and small. 
Thanks to the Ontario Trillium Foundation, individual residents will have their own private washrooms. 
“We’ve seen an increase in individuals seeking space over the pandemic. Up until this point we “We’ve seen an increase in individuals seeking space over the pandemic. Up until this point we 
had multiple women sharing two bathrooms, which can be challenging. With the funding that was had multiple women sharing two bathrooms, which can be challenging. With the funding that was 
provided we were able to add additional bathrooms so women can have their own.”provided we were able to add additional bathrooms so women can have their own.”  - Manager of 
Shelter Logistics, Inasmuch House. 

These new washrooms will improve women’s comfort and sense of wellbeing, and their effect will 
ripple on to help those women find healing and opportunities for tomorrow.

133 women & 111 children
were sheltered from abuse.

110
women and children housed through 
the Transitional Housing Support 
Worker



Men’s Services
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Our second year spent in the pandemic posed many new and ongoing challenges for our Men’s 
Services team. 

We continued to run the temporary overflow shelter at a local hotel in Hamilton, opening more and 
more floors as time went on. This meant having to hire and retain more staff, which was hindered by 
the restrictions in Bill 124. Trying to maintain staffing levels was made even more challenging as the 
overflow shelter experienced multiple COVID-19 outbreaks affecting residents and staff. 

However at both the overflow shelter and Men’s emergency shelter, staff managed these multiple 
outbreaks and staffing shortages without program closures or major service interruptions.

“The good news is that this place is making a difference. I see success stories here. This place saved “The good news is that this place is making a difference. I see success stories here. This place saved 
my life, it really did. Staff do a great job, and they make a difference. It’s my goal to give back to this my life, it really did. Staff do a great job, and they make a difference. It’s my goal to give back to this 
institution in some shape or form.”institution in some shape or form.” – former Men’s Shelter resident.

Housing UP!, our Men’s Services program which helps individuals experiencing homelessness secure 
and maintain safe, stable housing continued to support unhoused men – finding housing placements 
for 83 people, and continuing to support 62 clients housed in the previous year. After two years, 
Housing UP! Has supported 218 individuals in finding and maintaining housing.

483
men received emergency shelter on 
James St N.

578
individuals accessed our temporary 
hotel shelter.
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Addiction Services

As we entered the second year of the pandemic, our Addiction Services (AS) teams continued to adapt 
programming to best suit the needs of program participants. When some restrictions eased we were 
able to offer a mix of virtual and in-person programming. This flexibility allowed participants to choose 
whichever option best suited their needs.

Our team also continued to offer Aftercare, Taking Steps, and Partners in Recovery groups in a Virtual 
format which allowed us to reduce barriers to service for some individuals.

The pandemic highlighted the lack of addictions resources and help for women in our community, 
leading to the inception of addiction treatment and harm reduction groups for women at Mission 
Services. Addictions Services staff have seen the impact this programming has had, and plan to further 
expand the services offered to women.

We have been excited to add a Harm Reduction Team (HRT) to our Addictions Services programs in 
response to the opioid crisis affecting our community. Though it was created from something negative, 
the HRT will create positive ripples of change, having the the ability to travel between sites and help 
service users at our Men’s Shelter, Overflow Shelter, Inasmuch House, and Willow’s Place. The Harm 
Reduction Team works with participants to provide support and education around substance use, as 
well as physical and mental health and wellbeing, and encourages safer choices and positive change.

666
individuals received 
addictions support

824
groups were hosted
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Operations

The Operations Team continues to be an essential part of ensuring staff and clients stay safe during the 
pandemic and beyond.

During the 2021-22 fiscal year, the team undertook many projects to reduce the transmission of 
COVID-19 such as:

• Completing renovations to allow for proper physical distancing between sleeping quarters at the 
Men’s Shelter

• Beginning renovations at Inasmuch House to create private client bathrooms from previously public 
washrooms

• Creating a new shower and laundry space for service users at Emma’s Place
• Finishing re-flooring Inasmuch House to update the space and make for easier cleaning and 

maintenance of floors
• Completing the build of a new front desk space at Inasmuch House for safer delivery of service and 

reduced potential illness transmission
• Re-opening the East Hamilton Food Centre after physical layout changes and creating a user-

friendly space that also reduces transmission of illness 

The Operations team continued to adjust cleaning protocols to meet health guidelines. Though they 
had a productive and positive year overall, it was not without its’ challenges.

“Challenges in these projects and in general day-to-day maintenance has been supply chain related. 
At times, the delay to receive materials was up to 20 weeks. This created opportunities to come up 
with important interim repairs. Another challenge was the cost of many products such as cleaning 
supplies and PPEs doubled in some cases, causing strain on our budget.” – Director of Operations



Where the money comes from Where the money goes

Government

35.1%
Donations

64.1%

Other Income
0.8%

Fundraising
8.1%

Public Relations
1%

Programs
83.4%

At a glance:

A note on our financials
Copies of our full financial statements are available for Mission Services of Hamilton and 
Mission Services of Hamilton Foundation on our website: mission-services.com. 

Revenue
$3,450,293Donations - operations

Donations - designated

Donations - in kind
Government Funding
Other Income

$856,802

$125,730

$8,092,298

$103,625

For the year ending March 31, 2022

Expenses
$384,663Administrative

Amortization $193,646

$8,809,058

$478,935

Occupancy

Personnel
Program Costs

Resource Development

$1,112,696

$806,916

Administration
7.4%

Finances

2021-22 2020-21

$11,785,914
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$12,628,748

$3,399,733

$652,312

$173,261

$6,667,033

$67,140

$10,959,479

$324,878

$177,594

$7,537,492

$340,881

$928,619

$753,175

$10,062,640



PO Box 368 196 Wentworth St N, Hamilton, ON  L8L 7W2
905-528-4211 admin@mission-services.comwww.mission-services.com

Charitable No. 11904 3206 RR0001

To make a donation in support of Mission Services of Hamilton please 
visit mission-services.com or call 905-528-4211 x 2222

Thank you!
For another year of changing lives.

Connect with us on social media!

Mission Services of Hamilton @MissionHamilton @MissionHamilton


